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Erdiis and West [6] showed that for almost all graphs G (with edge probability i), the 
interval number of G, denoted i(G), satisfies n/(4 Ig n) c i(G) =S (n + 1)/4. We improve their 
result by showing that for almost every graph, i(G) - $(n/lg n). 
1. Background 
Recall that an interval graph is an intersection graph of real intervals. For a 
positive integer t, we define a t-interval graph as a generalization of an interval 
graph as follows: A graph G is called a t-interval graph if one can assign to each 
of its vertices a set of (at most) t intervals, v * {Z,(v), Z,(v), . . . , Z,(v)}, so that v 
is adjacent to w (notation: v - w) if and only if some v-interval intersects some 
w-interval, i.e. 
v - w e 3, j such that &(v) fl J(w) # 0. 
Thus t-interval graphs are the intersection graphs of sets each of which is the 
union of t real intervals. 
Define the interval number of a (simple) graph G, denoted i(G), to be the 
smallest t for which G is a t-interval graph. A graph is an interval graph iff 
i(G) = 1. 
The interval number was introduced in [9, 171 and studied in [l, 2, 3, 6, 8-181. 
In particular, Erdiis and West [6] considered the interval number of a random 
graph G. As in [6] we consider the usual Erdb-Renyi model of random graphs 
with vertex set V = [n] = (1, . . . , n} in which edges appear independently with 
probability p = $. They showed that almost all graphs are such that 
where “lg” denotes the base-2 logarithm. The lower bound is obtained by a direct 
enumeration of t-interval representations for graphs on n vertices and comparing 
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that result with the number of graphs on n vertices. The upper bound is based on 
Griggs [8] and is true for all graphs. 
Our principal result is to improve the upper bound to n/(2 lg n). Further, we 
show that i(G) is tightly concentrated about its mean, E(i). Finally, we present 
an improved lower bound due to McDiarmid and Reed [personal communica- 
tion]. Thus i(G) - n/(2 lg n) for almost all graphs. 
2. The upper bound 
Our random graphs are drawn from the sample space %(n, 4) consisting of all 
graphs on vertex set [n] with edges appearing between pairs of vertices 
independently with probability 4. 
Theorem 1. Almost all graphs G satzkfy i(G) c [$ + o(l)]n/lg n. 
We use the following result due to Bollobas (see [5] Corollary 3 and the proof 
of Theorem 4): 
Lemma 2. Almost all graphs G are such that every subset of the vertices with at 
least n/(lg n)’ vertices contains a clique of size at least 2 lg n - 6 lg lg n. 
Denote by o,, any function of n going (arbitrarily slowly) to infinity. From 
Lemma 2 we have the following easy consequence: 
Lemma 3. The vertex set of almost all graphs G can be partitioned V = [n] = VI U 
. ..UV.,,UW so that each & is a clique of size lgn-lglgn-lgo,, and 
KS nl(lg n)‘. 
Notice that m = [l + o(l)]n/lg n. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Partition V(G) as in Lemma 3. For the moment, ignore the 
set W of leftover elements. For each V consider the family of all subsets of V 
(there are n/(o, lg n) such subsets). To the vertices in each of these subsets 
assign identical intervals in some heretofore unused portion of the line. Thus, for 
each subset A of each Vi there is an open interval Ja of the real line which is 
contained precisely in intervals belonging to A. We have used o(nllg n) intervals 
for each vertex thus far. 
Next, for each v E V and each j #i the vertex v is adjacent to some subset 
Ai c I$. For each j # i we could assign a “small” interval to v in the interior of 
J A,Cvj. This small interval would be placed so that it intersects no other intervals. 
We would have now assigned an additional m = [l + o(l)]n/lg n intervals to each 
vertex. However, note that each edge between vertices in V and 5 is represented 
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twice. This redundancy is unnecessary. Refine the above procedure as follows: 
Above we placed a small interval for u E 6 into JAj(,,) for all j. Instead, do this 
procedure only for j = i + 6 with 6 = 1, 2, . . . , [m/2] (addition modulo m). 
Observe that ever inter-clique edge has been represented and we have only used 
[i + o(l)]n/lg n intervals per vertex. 
Finally, consider W. Since ) WJ c n/(lg n)’ the induced subgraph G[W] can be 
represented using at most ]a( 1 W 1 + l)] . t m ervals per vertex (by Griggs’ result [8]). 
Finally, the edges between vertices in W and vertices in the & are handled in a 
manner similar to the inter-clique edges above: to each w E W assign a large 
interval J, disjoint from all other intervals. To each v in V - W, assign a small 
interval in each J,,, precisely when v - w. This increases the number of intervals 
per vertex by at most n/(lg n)” = o(n/lg n). 
One checks that every edge has been represented and each vertex has used at 
most [$ + o(l)]nllg IZ intervals. q 
Alternatively, one can partition V(G) using the greedy coloring algorithm on 
G, and obtain a similar result. 
3. Concentration about the mean 
The concentration of the interval number about its mean is a good example of 
the use of martingales in random graph theory. See, for example, [5]. 
Theorem 4. Almost all graphs G satisfy i(G) = E(i) + O(w,fi). 
Proof. This follows from a straightforward application of Azuma’s inequality (see 
[4, 71). Let X, denote the conditional expectation of the interval number of a 
random graph given the induced subgraph on vertices (1, . . , , k}. That is, 
X&Y) = E[I’(G) 1 G[{l, . . . , k}] = H[{l, . . . , k}]]. 
Observe that (Xk): is a martingale with X0 = E(i) and X,, = i. Further, it is easy 
to see that IX, - Xk+i] =Z 1 for all graphs and therefore Azuma’s inequality gives 
Pr(]i(G) - E(i)1 2 Lfi) s 2 exp{ -A2/2} and the result follows by substituting 
jl=w,. 0 
4. The lower bound 
Recently, C. McDiarmid and B. Reed [personal communication] have shown 
that for almost all graphs i(G) 3 [i + o(l)](n/lg n). Their proof is an improve- 
ment over the Erdiis-West [6] counting argument and we present it here: 
Let t be a positive integer. In forming t-interval representations we may assume 
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the end points of the intervals are consecutive integers. The number of different 
t-interval representations for graphs on n vertices is therefore (2f&1), whose 
logarithm is asymptotic to 2nt lg n. In order for almost all graphs to have a 
t-interval representation, this must be at least of the order of n*/2, the logarithm 
of the number of labeled graphs. Hence t 2 n/4 lg n. 
However, it is well known that the size of the largest clique, o(G), in a 
random graph is asymptotic to 2 Ig n. In particular, almost every graph satisfies 
o(G) s 3 lg n. We therefore wish to count only those representations whose 
clique number is bounded by 3 lg n. To do this, count first the number of ways to 
choose which of the 2nt end points will be left end points and which will be right: 
this is bounded by (“n:‘). Next, we label each left end point with the vertex 
to which it belongs. This can be done in at most (It?!.,) ways. Finally, we label 
right end points. However, as we “scan” the representation from left-to-right, 
there can be at most 3 lg n left end points which have yet to have their right end 
points labeled. Hence, the number of ways to label right end points is bounded by 
(3 lgn)“‘. Therefore, the number of representations of graphs will clique size 
bounded by 3 lg n is at most 
whose logarithm is asymptotic to nt lg n. Thus we must have t 3 [$ + o(l)]n/lg n 
to conclude that almost all graphs are t-interval graphs. 
Thus one can conclude that i(G) -n/2 lg n for almost all graphs. Further, by 
use of the greedy coloring algorithm and the representation described in proof of 
Theorem 1, one can obtain a near-optimal multiple interval representation for 
almost all graphs. This is interesting since the general problem of computing the 
interval number is NP-hard (see [IS]). 
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